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INTEGRATING LAWFARE AND WARFARE

JOEL P. TRACHTMAN*

Abstract: Current military campaigns are not waged solely on the physical battlefield, but in multiple other arenas. One such arena is lawfare: legal activity that supports, undermines, or substitutes for other types of warfare. In today’s law-rich environment, with an abundance of legal rules and legal fora, strategists must evaluate the full scope of possible legal argumentation. Lawfare can substitute for warfare where it provides a means to compel specified behavior with fewer costs than kinetic warfare, or even in cases where kinetic warfare would be ineffective. As a result, lawfare can be strategically integrated into military command structures to bring about desired outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

Both kinetic warfare and legal dispute are forms of contestation.¹ Contestation can be physical or symbolic.² Legal arguments or claims are one type of symbolic contestation.³ Other types of symbolic contestation may be based on historical justification, moral philosophy, or religious doctrine.⁴ Symbolic contestation may be used alongside or in place of physical contestation.⁵ Although we may plan strategy around geographically defined contested arenas like the South China Sea, the Crimea, or Syria, we may also consider functionally defined arenas such as the cyber or biological arenas.⁶ Arenas for contestation may be geographic or functional, physical, or symbol-
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² See Kittrie, supra note 1, at 6–7.
³ See id.
⁴ See Gerrie Ter Haar, Religion: Source of Conflict or Resource for Peace?, in Bridge or Barrier: Religion, Violence, and Visions for Peace 1, 13 (Gerrie Ter Haar & James J. Busuttil eds., 2005).
⁵ See Kittrie, supra note 1, at 6–7.
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ic. Any particular conflict may play out on multiple boards at once, and a move that is advantageous to a cause on one board may be disadvantageous on another board. The legal battlefield is largely a symbolic functional arena. We may refer to legal activity that supports, undermines, or substitutes for other types of warfare as “lawfare.” Because of its capacity to support, undermine, or substitute, lawfare must be integrated into military strategy.

I. DEFINING LAWFARE IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Retired Air Force General, now a professor, Charles Dunlap has defined “lawfare” as “the strategy of using—or misusing—law as a substitute for traditional military means to achieve a warfighting objective.” Is this a good thing or a bad thing? When the school at which I teach, The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, was founded in 1933, the idealistic motivation was to make law applicable to conflicts between countries and thereby to eliminate war. To those people, lawfare as a substitute for kinetic warfare seemed pretty good.

The modern conventional idea of lawfare stems from the idea that a political group will seek to use humanitarian law—the law of armed conflict—to hamper or punish military action by another political group. The initial way that lawfare was considered by Dunlap and others was in an asymmetric circumstance where the weaker party, such as ISIS, the Taliban, or Hamas, would use humanitarian law improperly to hamper or punish op-

---

7 See, e.g., Navarro, supra note 6.
8 See KITTRIE, supra note 1, at 6–7.
11 Charles J. Dunlap, Jr., Lawfare Today . . . and Tomorrow, in INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE CHANGING CHARACTER OF WAR 315, 315 (Raul A. “Pete” Pedroz & Daria P. Wollschaeger eds., 2011) [hereinafter Dunlap, Lawfare Today]; see also Charles J. Dunlap, Jr., Law and Military Interventions: Preserving Humanitarian Values in 21st Century Conflicts 4 (Nov. 29, 2001), http://people.duke.edu/~pfeaver/dunlap.pdf [https://perma.cc/7J5V-MG3D] [hereinafter Dunlap, Law and Military Interventions]. Dunlap’s 2001 paper was the first modern use of the concept, although in 1999 Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, two officers in China’s People’s Liberation Army, began referring to warfare through law, by which they meant “seizing the earliest opportunity to set up regulations.” LIANG QIAO & XIANGSUI WANG, UNRESTRICTED WARFARE (1999) http://redreform.com/unrestrictedwarfare.htm [https://perma.cc/4X94-64RV]. This concept is familiar to lawyers and may bear some similarity to the U.S. freedom of navigation operations and other efforts to shape international law, but it is not directly related to Dunlap’s idea of lawfare. See id.
13 See id.
14 See Dunlap, Lawfare Today, supra note 11, at 316.
posing forces. Jack Goldsmith—now a professor at Harvard Law School but then a lawyer in the George W. Bush Justice Department—wrote in 2002 that “various nations, NGO’s, academics, international organizations, and others in the international community have been busily weaving a web of international laws and judicial institutions that today threatens [U.S. Government] interests.” This pejorative perspective is dependent on a view that the law will be misapplied by international public opinion or any available authoritative tribunals. The pejorative view of lawfare risks rejecting the democratic values and rule of law that we seek to defend.

There are a number of other ways in which lawfare may operate. David Kennedy, also a professor at Harvard Law School, provided a more neutral definition of lawfare. He called it the art of “managing law and war together.” In this Essay, I will develop a taxonomy as well as examples of different types of lawfare, cultivate a method for assessing the power and utility of lawfare, and suggest some parameters for an integrated lawfare command that would maximize the ability of a country to integrate lawfare in its offensive and defensive operations.

II. OPERATING IN A LAW-RICH ENVIRONMENT

In advanced market-based societies, there is a growing amount of law. This law addresses all sorts of issues, including but not limited to personal security, taxes, environmental protection, and anticompetitive

15 See id; QIAO & WANG, supra note 11, at 12.
16 Goldsmith served in the George W. Bush administration as Special Counsel at the Department of Defense and then Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel. JACK GOLDSMITH, THE TERROR PRESIDENCY: LAW AND JUDGMENT INSIDE THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION 18, 21 (2007).
17 Id. at 60 (internal quotations omitted).
18 See id. at 59, 61.
19 See id. at 63.
21 See id.
22 Id.
practices of businesses.\textsuperscript{24} In the international law context, there is also a growing body of law of armed conflict, human rights law, environmental law, trade law, investment law, and tax law among many others.\textsuperscript{25} Human rights proliferate.\textsuperscript{26} Military forces must take into account environmental obligations, the health of the local population, local criminal responsibility for operations, and a host of other legal issues that have not traditionally been military concerns.\textsuperscript{27}

Sometimes a particular action or set of facts can be subject to multiple legal rules.\textsuperscript{28} Some of the legal rules might be permissive while others are restrictive.\textsuperscript{29} Traditional humanitarian law competes with human rights law for applicability.\textsuperscript{30} More and more often, the outcome of a legal argument or case will depend on how the case is characterized or framed.\textsuperscript{31} This provides an incentive for legal creativity—seeking to frame issues in innovative ways and taking advantage of legal rules that help your side.\textsuperscript{32}

In addition to the increase in the number of legal rules, there is a proliferation of legal fora with the possibility to apply either different rules or the same rules differently.\textsuperscript{33} The International Criminal Court is now a reality but so is the possible exercise of universal or other broad jurisdiction by
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\textsuperscript{24} \textit{See}, e.g., Burkitt & Zhang, \textit{supra} note 23; U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, \textit{supra} note 23. \textit{See generally} ALLEN & OVERY LLP, \textit{supra} note 23 (presenting discussions of competition laws in the global context).


\textsuperscript{27} \textit{See}, e.g., \textit{id}.


\textsuperscript{29} \textit{See} Shany, \textit{supra} note 28, at 14; Abresch, \textit{supra} note 28, at 764–67.

\textsuperscript{30} \textit{See} Shany, \textit{supra} note 28, at 13, 24–27; Abresch, \textit{supra} note 28, at 742–43.

\textsuperscript{31} \textit{See} Abresch, \textit{supra} note 28, at 752–53.


\textsuperscript{33} \textit{See} Donald L. Morgan, \textit{Implications of the Proliferation of International Legal Fora: The Example of the Southern Bluefin Tuna Cases}, 43 HARV. INT’L L.J. 541, 541–42 (2002).
judges in places like Spain, the Netherlands, Argentina, or even the United States. Indeed, the United States also has, at times, heard—and may hear again—cases relating to foreign actions against foreign citizens. The recent indictment of FIFA officers is an example of the United States exercising a broad scope of jurisdiction and is not completely different from the U.S. application of international rules against torture to Paraguayan police, except that in the FIFA context, the United States obtained arrest and extradition assistance from the Swiss government.

Not only is it a law-rich environment, it is also a surveillance-rich environment in which information about possible violations and evidence of possible violations are much more readily available than in the past. What do Gaza and Ferguson, Missouri have in common? Both represented circumstances in which kinetic activities were under extraordinary scrutiny due to increasing availability of new recording technologies, drones, satellites, social media, and extended traditional media concern. Governmental records of action seem less secure in this post-Snowden era than in the past. These new sources of surveillance and evidence empower legal argumentation and prosecution like never before.

III. STRATEGIC DENIAL/VICTORY

The Nuremberg Principles and Article 2(4) of the Charter of the United Nations made aggressive war illegal. The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court also includes a crime of aggression. Now, it is true that aggressive war has not ceased, and there are several important examples. But the fact that murders occur does not mean that there is no law against murder or that the law against murder is ineffective. A more careful analysis is required.

35 See, e.g., Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876, 878 (2d Cir. 1980).
37 See KITTRIE, supra note 1, at 48.
39 See KITTRIE, supra note 1, at 48.
40 See id.
In its most attractive form, lawfare would be used in place of kinetic warfare to prevent or even to roll back aggressive war and to restrict unjust actions.\textsuperscript{44} The question is not whether this is a theoretical possibility—it is—but rather whether it is a practical possibility in particular situations. Part of the planning for war ought to include the question of whether assertions of the laws against aggressive war, along with available sanctions, will be sufficient to prevent aggressive war.\textsuperscript{45} Part of the development of a comprehensive lawfare strategy would involve identifying ways of increasing the non-kinetic costs of aggressive war in circumstances where additional costs might induce an opponent to abstain. This apparently was not the case when Russia decided to separate Crimea from the Ukraine,\textsuperscript{46} but the question remains: could Russia’s opponents have found a way credibly to threaten higher costs with the effect of causing Russia to refrain?

One way to increase the costs of aggression is to prevent the aggressor from relying on possible claims of the legality of intervention.\textsuperscript{47} This is costly in reputational terms as well as in reciprocity terms—it may be tougher for a violator to convince other countries to respect their international legal obligations to the violator or to accept its promises in the future.\textsuperscript{48}

In the case of the Crimea, Russia claimed that it was engaging in the right of self-defense on behalf of the ethnic Russian minority in Crimea, a claim that echoed Hitler’s claim to protect the Sudeten Germans in Czechoslovakia.\textsuperscript{49} There was no factual support for this claim, the persons alleged-
ly at risk were not Russian citizens, and there is probably no legal right to use force to protect citizens overseas. The Ukraine or its allies might have been wise to make a pre-emptive legal strike by seeking to demonstrate the good treatment of Russian ethnic in the Crimea. Russia sought to legitimize its action based on the emergent doctrine of humanitarian intervention, drawing analogies to the NATO action in Kosovo. Russia was also emboldened by the U.S. actions in Panama, Iraq, and elsewhere. These actions—perhaps distinguishable on their facts—were costly to the international rule of law and to future arguments against aggression. Russia also made the claim that it had been invited on behalf of the legitimate government, but the invitation came from Viktor Yanukovych after he had already lost effective control of the government of the Ukraine.

Of course, China has territorial objectives in the South China Sea. In 2009, China made its famous “nine-dash line” claim in a formal notification to the United Nations. These territorial goals seem to combine an assertion of regional power with the desire for mineral and other resources in the South China Sea. China’s claim is based on certain alleged land features as the basis for marine entitlements under international law.

As an example of an integrated lawfare strategy, China is actively enhancing some of those land features in order to enhance its claims. This type of behavior was foreshadowed by the 1999 People’s Liberation Army

52 See id.
56 Id. at 61, n.2.
58 See id.
59 See id.
paper on “Unrestricted Warfare.”60 This is what the Naval War College’s Peter Dutton has characterized as China’s power and law approach, utilizing a force-structure component and a legal component.61

Part of an integrated lawfare strategy is to enhance facts as a basis for legal claims as well as to argue for beneficial rules in the development of customary international law and treaty law.62 One U.S. response is its freedom of navigation operations, designed also to enhance facts as a basis for legal claims.63

The Philippines has responded to China’s South China Sea ambitions by trying to undermine China’s claims through a challenge before an arbitral tribunal under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).64 This tactic is unavailable to the United States because it is not party to UNCLOS.65 The United States often makes the calculation whether to enter into conventions like UNCLOS—anticipating that it will be on the defense—but perhaps it does not sufficiently value the possibility of using these rules on the offense. China refused to participate in UNCLOS arbitration, arguing that it opted out of the UNCLOS’s mandatory jurisdiction under Article 298(1)(a) of UNCLOS.66 The tribunal, however, held that it has jurisdiction.67 On July 12, 2016, the tribunal found that there was no legal basis for China’s historic rights-based claim to sea resources within the nine-dash line.68 China responded with a public relations campaign

---

60 See QIAO & WANG, supra note 11, at 31–32.
63 See id.
against the tribunal’s determination, including displaying its response on a video billboard in Times Square, New York.69

IV. OPERATIONAL DENIAL

When General Dunlap began using the term “lawfare,” it was often seen as a pejorative term for a combined legal and public relations program aimed at hampering or restricting enemy operations, often in asymmetrical warfare.70 Dunlap argued that “there is disturbing evidence that the rule of law is being hijacked into just another way of fighting (lawfare), to the detriment of humanitarian values as well as the law itself.”71 This pejorative view is based on a certain perspective and an assumption that audiences—whether the public or courts like the International Criminal Court—will extend the rules beyond what was intended or what is appropriate.72 Thus, in Dunlap’s 2001 article, he saw a dual goal of lawfare: (i) to deprive U.S. forces of certain weapons or tactics and (ii) to undermine the support of the U.S. public for U.S. military goals.73

If legal rules are not to be simply victor’s justice and if they are to be consistent with the rule of law, however, we must counter, but in the end accept, the consequences of misinformed public opinion.74 This is one reason why a robust public diplomacy program is important.75 Moreover, the rules must be applied by independent tribunals that are structured so as to maximize integrity and legal regularity. For the United States, if we could trust an international tribunal to apply law that the United States has accepted with the integrity and legal regularity of our domestic courts, why would we not accept the jurisdiction of that tribunal as a way \textit{ex ante} to show our audiences that we intend to comply with the law, and as a way \textit{ex post} to definitively legitimize our actions? Not only do we achieve that benefit, but

\footnotesize


71 See Dunlap, Law and Military Interventions, supra note 11, at 2.

72 See id. at 17.

73 See id. at 18–20.


75 See Carafano, supra note 74; see, e.g., Cheng, supra note 74.
we also achieve the benefit of more effective and more legitimate discipline on our opponents’ violations.

The Palestinians and Israelis have raised this type of lawfare and counter-lawfare to a high art with much at stake in terms of domestic and international support and legitimacy. We might say that the Palestinian use of lawfare in this context is a kind of defensive lawfare, hampering the Israelis in using their preferred weapons. In addition, it has an offensive component insofar as it seeks to lure Israel to take action that is subsequently used in a public relations and litigation campaign against Israel.

We can identify in the 2014 Gaza conflict—known by the Israelis as Operation Protective Edge—a rising challenge to existing conventional doctrine. The law of armed conflict rule of proportionality allows collateral damage to civilians so long as the collateral damage is necessary and justified by the value of the target. In connection with Operation Protective Edge, Hamas and its allies made persistent claims that Israeli action was illegally disproportionate because the number of Palestinian civilians killed was far greater than the number of Israeli civilians killed. The law of armed conflict principle of proportionality, however, prohibits military attacks anticipated to result in “incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.” Although the death of civilians on both sides is deeply regrettable, this fact is legally irrelevant under current law. The Hamas claims may be seen as a first salvo in an effort
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76 See Janina Dill, Israel’s Use of Law and Warnings in Gaza, OPINIO JURIS (July 30, 2014), http://opiniojuris.org/2014/07/30/guest-post-israels-use-law-warnings-gaza/ [https://perma.cc/6NEF-CPVA].
78 See id.
82 See ICRC, supra note 80.
to change current law—or at least to change the public perception of current law—in order to restrain use of force against Hamas. 84

Another type of offensive use of lawfare is to use existing legal rules, such as trade and investment law, to undermine defensive actions that an opponent may take. 85 For example, trade law may be used to restrict the ability of an enemy to avoid imports of Trojan horse-impregnated telecommunications network equipment or bio-hazard contaminated food. 86 A 2013 law requires certain U.S. government agencies to consider cybersecurity threats when sourcing telecommunications equipment from abroad. 87 Around the same time, India began blocking imports of certain Chinese telecommunications equipment based on similar concerns. 88 World Trade Organization (WTO) law permits security exceptions from all of its obligations, including obligations to permit imports and obligations to liberalize government procurement, but these security exceptions are generally conditioned on there being in existence at the time the exception is used a war or other emergency in international relations. 89

V. RESPONDING TO MATERIEL DENIAL

Availability of materiel has an important effect on the ability to wage war. 90 One of the early predecessors of today’s European Union was the European Coal and Steel Community. 91 It was proposed by French foreign minister Robert Schuman in 1950 with the goal of making war “not merely unthinkable, but materially impossible.” 92 The European Coal and Steel Community integrated production of coal and steel, both reducing inde-

---

dependent national capacity to wage war and eliminating competition over these resources.\textsuperscript{93}

China has recently sought to restrict exports of rare earth materials, which are used in environmental goods, high tech goods, and weapons systems.\textsuperscript{94} China had important industrial policy reasons for doing so, but it also seemed to wish to make these goods, including weapons, more expensive for its competitors to produce.\textsuperscript{95} The United States and other countries challenged China’s restrictions at the WTO as illegal restrictions on trade and were successful in inducing China to eliminate its restrictions.\textsuperscript{96}

Neither the United States nor China had sufficient motivation to go to war over rare earths, but here, we can see the application of WTO law and its mandatory adjudication as means for peaceful settlement of certain types of disputes.\textsuperscript{97} What do we learn here? Where the stakes are low enough and the institutions and other punishments are sufficient, law can induce cooperative behavior.

Of course, international legal cooperation to impose sanctions on opponents, such as Soviet Bloc states during the cold war and Iraq, Iran, and Russia in more recent years, is a method of denying materiel to these opponents.\textsuperscript{98}

\section*{VI. MEASURING THE POWER OF LAWFARE}

This raises the question of how we can measure the power of lawfare, and thereby determine where it is a useful tool. It also raises the question of how international legal institutions can be modified to be more effective. Given the ambivalence of lawfare, we do not always want international law

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See The European Coal and Steel Community, supra note 90.
\item See id.
\item See id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
to be more effective, but we would like to know how to make it more effective where it is desirable.

Political scientists debate the extent to which states in international relations seek absolute gains (to make themselves better off) or seek relative gains (to increase their advantage over competitors even if to do so they must make themselves worse off). In an implacable, cold war-type competition, it is easy to see the world in relative gains terms, especially where issues are directly related to security. On the other hand, in a less competitive environment—perhaps where there is no other superpower or where issues are less directly related to security—we might see countries willing to cooperate in ways that make them better off, even if competitors are made better off to a greater extent.

From the standpoint of analyzing lawfare strategy, the only questions are what game are you and your opponent playing, and how does that determination affect your decision?

There are a number of ways in which law can affect decisions. First, there may be direct legal penalties that are designed to have compelling effect—the cost of the penalty is greater than the benefit of violation. Second, there may be domestic audience costs. It may be that your citizens simply care about compliance with the law. Or, it may be that the legal rules have been set up in a way that involves reciprocal compliance and reciprocal breach so that a domestic constituency will be harmed by your competitor’s breach in response to your breach. That domestic constituency will lobby for compliance. We see this dynamic in the trade law context, which involves important elements of reciprocity. Third, there may be foreign political costs. Being seen to be a violator of international
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100 See id. at 7–8, 17.
101 See id. at 18.
law may make it tougher to obtain assistance in some areas or to reach international agreements in other areas.\footnote{109} Violating international law in one area may undermine the international legal system and diminish its ability to provide benefits in trade, investment, environmental protection, human rights, security, and other fields.\footnote{110}

Here, it is important to get an idea of what drives your opponent’s decisionmaking and what will drive it in the future. Are there penalties available for violation that would be meaningful to this country or this non-state actor? Does this country have a lot of other international legal relationships that are important to it? Is it concerned with your compliance with the relevant international legal rules or even with other international legal rules? Then perhaps it will think about the shadow of the future before violating the obligation that concerns you. Do its citizens care about international law? Survey and experimental evidence suggests that U.S. citizens care about compliance with international law and that some other countries’ citizens care even more.\footnote{111} Based on your analysis of the domestic political dynamics of your target country, will these factors be sufficient to cause compliance?

**VII. LAW AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR KINETIC WARFARE**

So it is in this way that we can see lawfare as, in particular circumstances, a substitute for kinetic warfare.\footnote{112} It substitutes for warfare where it provides a means by which to compel specified behavior with fewer costs than kinetic warfare, or even in cases where kinetic warfare would be ineffective.\footnote{113}

It is difficult to say with certainty that any particular dispute that has been resolved through legal debate or formal dispute settlement would, if not for the legal resolution, have resulted in war.\footnote{114} Yet, it seems likely that at least some disputes have had this character.\footnote{115} Often the reference to in-
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110 See Yasuaki, supra note 105, at 127–28; Guzman, supra note 108, at 1872 n.167.


113 See id.

114 See id.

ternational law or a court ruling can reduce pressure on governments to escalate to kinetic warfare.\footnote{See Carter, supra note 112.}

VIII. TOWARD A LAWFARE “COMMAND”

I understand that in actual combat operations of sophisticated military forces, rules of engagement and targeting decisions are often evaluated by lawyers or other officers with appropriate training in relevant law. But I wonder how much more extensive the integration of a lawfare command with kinetic commands might be. The following is a list of areas in which an integrated legal component may improve strategic and tactical outcomes:

a. Identify disputes in which legal resolution is unlikely in order to predict more accurately the context for kinetic disputes.

b. Join in the planning of new weapons systems and adaptation of existing weapons systems in order to maximize effectiveness given legal restraints.

c. Anticipate challenges to rules of engagement and target policies and identify methods to maximize effectiveness despite potential challenges.

d. Identify circumstances where opponents are creating legal facts on the ground that may give them an advantage in future conflicts, such as the Chinese South China Sea operations.

e. Identify circumstances in which it may be attractive to create legal facts on the ground for advantage.

f. Identify circumstances in which opponents are seeking to create international legal rules or modify or apply existing international legal rules that will restrict use of weapons in which your forces have an advantage.

g. Propose international legal rules or modify or apply existing international legal rules that will restrict use of weapons in which your forces are at a disadvantage.

h. Identify competitors’ efforts to block your access to materiel and formulate legal responses.

i. Identify competitors’ needs for materiel and seek to block access within applicable law.

CONCLUSION

We may understand lawfare as a modern innovation in international contention—a growing availability and use and sometimes abuse of law to
supplement or substitute for military operations. Lawfare can be used to bring to bear the power of law in order to win victories or in order to ham- per enemies. It would be ignorant to assume that law is irrelevant, but it is also ignorant to assume that law is always effective. A nuanced lawfare strategy will examine the extent to which lawfare can be effective against a particular target in a particular circumstance.